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Prince Carl Philip of Sweden visits Volkswagen
• Visit centered on Volkswagen’s e-mobility strategy and test drives in the Volkswagen Group’s
latest-generation electric vehicles
• Sweden is one of Europe’s largest markets for electric vehicles – Passat GTE1 is the best-selling
electric car in Sweden
• With Scania, the Volkswagen Group is one of the largest industrial investors in Sweden –
€2.4 billion invested in the country in the last ten years
• Prince Carl Philip met with Swedish startup entrepreneurs at a Volkswagen event on
innovative manufacturing technologies and Industry 4.0
Wolfsburg, April 2, 2019. Sweden is the Partner Country of Hannover Messe 2019. During
his official visit to Germany, Prince Carl Philip was welcomed by Volkswagen Group
representatives in Wolfsburg and found out more about the company’s e-mobility
strategy. The Swedish Prince was one of the first to test the Group’s new generation of
electric cars, including models from the Volkswagen ID. family. Sweden is one of Europe’s
largest markets for electric vehicles.
Andreas Renschler, CEO of TRATON SE and a Member of
the Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft Board of
Management, said: “Sweden is a role model in the area
of climate protection. Today, more than half of the
electricity generated already comes from renewable
sources. That is an essential prerequisite for making emobility sustainable for passenger cars as well as
HRH Carl Philip, Prince of Sweden, is signing the
Volkswagen guest book
from left: HRH Carl Philip, Prince of Sweden next to
Andreas Renschler, CEO of TRATON SE and a
Member of the Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft
Board of Management

trucks and buses.” He went on to say: “We have several
innovative e-mobility projects in Sweden, for example,
Scania will soon begin testing self-driving electric buses
for Stockholm’s public transport system.” Sweden is
one of Europe’s largest markets for electric vehicles and
therefore an important sales market for the Group’s
electric models.
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With reference to Prince Carl Philip’s test drives, the Volkswagen Brand Board Member for
Technical Development, Dr. Frank Welsch, commented: “Prince Carl Philip of Sweden is a talented
racing driver and an expert on cars. He was a successful participant in the Porsche Carrera Cup
Scandinavia from 2008 to 2011. And he visited the Rally Sweden and the Volkswagen Motorsport
team. I am delighted that an acknowledged specialist is one of the first to test our new
generation of electric vehicles that will hit the market from 2020. Sweden will be one of the major
sales markets for our ID.”
His Royal Highness Prince Carl Philip met with 34 Swedish startup entrepreneurs in Germany for
Hannover Messe 2019 on his visit to the Volkswagen Smart.Production:Lab in the IT:City,
Wolfsburg. These selected startups participated in an Innovation Day at Volkswagen where
concepts and innovations such as electrically-powered automated transport concepts and virtual
reality solutions as well as machine learning and artificial intelligence software tools were
presented. The event was designed to intensify Swedish-German cooperation in the field of
innovative manufacturing technologies and Industry 4.0.
The Volkswagen Group is one of the largest industrial investors in Sweden. Scania invested
€2.4 billion in Sweden in the last ten years. Scania produces trucks and buses in Europe, South
America and Asia and is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of sustainable transport
solutions. 96,500 trucks and buses were delivered to customers in 2018 – 19,000 of which were
built at the Swedish plant in Södertälje. 20,700 of Scania’s total workforce of 52,100 are employed
in Sweden.
In early 2018, Scania invested €10 million in the battery manufacturing company Northvolt. The
collaboration concerns the industrial scale production of battery cells. A joint research consortium
called European Battery Union led by Volkswagen and Northvolt was announced recently. The
consortium is applying for funding from the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and
Energy to finance the research, development and industrial scale production of battery
technology.
Furthermore, the Volkswagen Group is one of the largest car manufacturers in Sweden.
103,000 passenger cars and 16,700 trucks from the Group were registered in Sweden in 2018,
accounting for a 27.4 percent share of the passenger car market and a 30 percent share of the
truck market. The Volkswagen Golf, Passat and Tiguan are among the top ten passenger car
models in Sweden’s registration statistics, putting Volkswagen in second place behind Volvo.
Electric vehicles accounted for a market share of eight percent in Sweden in 2018. The Volkswagen
Passat GTE was the best-selling electric car in Sweden in 2018.
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1)

Passat GTE - fuel consumption in l/100 km: combined 1.8 - 1.7; power consumption in kWh/100

km: combined 13.7 - 13.2; CO2 emissions combined in g/km: 40 - 38; efficiency class: A+.
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About the Volkswagen Group:
The Volkswagen Group, with its headquarters in Wolfsburg, is one of the world’s leading automobile
manufacturers and the largest carmaker in Europe. The Group comprises twelve brands from seven European
countries: Volkswagen Passenger Cars, Audi, SEAT, ŠKODA, Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Porsche, Ducati,
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, Scania and MAN. The passenger car portfolio ranges from small cars all the
way to luxury-class vehicles. Ducati offers motorcycles. In the light and heavy commercial vehicles sector, the
products include ranges from pick-ups, buses and heavy trucks. Every weekday, 664,496 employees around
the globe produce on average 44,567 vehicles, are involved in vehicle-related services or work in other areas of
business. The Volkswagen Group sells its vehicles in 153 countries.

In 2018, the total number of vehicles supplied to customers by the Group globally was 10,831 million (2017: 10,741 million). The
passenger car global market share was 12.3 per cent. In Western Europe 22.0 per cent of all new passenger cars come from the
Volkswagen Group. Group sales revenue in 2018 totalled €235.8 billion (2017: €231 billion). Earnings after tax in 2017 amounted to
€17.1 billion (2017: €11.6 billion).
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